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into an electrical readout. Armour found it in the 
BLH strain gage. 
The resulting Tenderometer, now a standard and 
important part of Armour's meat processing opera- 
tion, includes a large, 10-pronged fork which is  
plunged into a carcass and a cable-connected, hand- 
held electronic device that translates the sensings of 
the prongs into a tenderness reading on a dial. The 
instrument i s  used by Armour to select and guaran- 
tee a premium line of beef known as TesTender, 
whose annual sales run into tens of millions of 
pounds. 
, '  
i q  Space Technology for Tuna Boats 
I 
I The Saturn V booster burns ultra-cold liquefied hydrogen fuel, which must be protected from the intense heat of the launch vehicle's mighty rocket 
engines. This necessitated development of supereffi- 
cient insulation to keeo the fuel tanks cold. One of 
An Amour tecbnican cbecks meat to see bow tender it 
' will be after cooking. Called the Tenderometer, tbe testing 
device is a spinoff from a gage originally developed 
for tbe Surveyor lunar lander. 
system is ninety percent or more-as compared to a 
range of thirtyie fifty percent in conventional equip- 
ment. 
tenderness Tester 
Space telemetry has been transferred to food pro- 
cessing in the Armour;Tenderorneter, an instrument 
that predicts the tenderness of meat. The space 
component of the instrument i s  a sensitive, highly 
reliable strain gage originally produced for NASA's 
Surveyor lunar lander and other space programs by 
BLH Electronics, Waltham, Mass. 
Several years ago Armour & Co. began to de- 
velop a method of testing a hanging carcass to 
I predict how tender the meat would be after cooking; 
1 
no such method then existed. 
After considerable experimentation, Armour 
came up with a manifold-mounted group of-needle- 
like probes, which when stuck into a carcass, could 
measure the degree to which the meat resisted 
penetration. This provided a basis for predicting 
tenderness, but the development required one more 
. step; a device that could translate meat resistance 
.two methods used was; spray-on polyurethane foam 
technique devised by Rockwell International Corp. 
The technique now has found commercial applica- 
tion as insulation for tuna boats. 
Freshly-caught tuna is stored below decks in 
wells cooled to about zero degrees by brine circu- 
lated through a refrigerating system. The wells for- 
merly were insulated by cork or fiberglass, but both 
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